FAQ - FRONT LINE NO KOMRADES
CHARACTER FAQ:
Q. Can Dominika use her character ability to swap hands with another player if she
currently has 0 cards in hand?
A.Yes.
Q. How often can Nikolai use his character ability?
A. Once per game. Nikolai’s ability triggers the first time he is hit by an ‘Incoming!’ card during the game,
not every turn.
Q. When does Mikhail’s character ability trigger?
A. Every time the ‘Incoming!’ card titled ‘Komrades!’ is drawn.
EVENTS FAQ:
Q. Does the landmine move when the ‘Scatter’ Event card is played?
A. No. The landmine stays in the space it is currently in. If the ‘Scatter’ card results in a Komrade being
placed in the same space as the landmine, then they trigger it and take the damage.
Q. Can a ‘Nope’ card be played against Event cards that do not target a specific player? If so
what happens?
A.Yes. A ‘Nope’ card can be used. In this case, the entire Event card is canceled.
Q. Does Linear damage hit multiple targets or stop at the first target hit?
A. Linear damage only hits the first viable target. It continues moving down the character line until it
either hits a viable target, or moves past the last space.
EQUIPMENT FAQ:
Q. When a Komrade uses the Car Door, what type of damage does the reflected damage
count as?
A. The damage reflected by the Car Door counts as the same type of original damage that has been
reflected. So if the Car Door is used to reflect Linear damage, the damage that is reflected also counts as
Linear.
Q. Does an Equipment card go directly into an active state on the board?
A.Yes. As soon as an Equipment card is revealed, it immediately goes into play and counts as being
‘equipped’. It may be used from this point onwards.
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INCOMING CARDS FAQ:
Q. If one landmine is already in the open space, and another landmine is drawn, what happens?
A. Even though the open space contains the landmine, it is still considered the open space, therefore, any
additional landmines would stack on top of one another. If a Komrade moves into the open space, they
would trigger all landmines in the space, resolving each one as a separate ‘hit’.
MOVEMENT FAQ:
Q. Does swapping locations with another Komrade count as moving?
A.Yes.
Q. Does the ‘Scatter’ Event card count as moving?
A Yes.
Q. If a Komrade has played a ‘Dodge’ or ‘Dive’ card, and then are moved, do they still count
as dodging or diving when they reach their new space?
A.Yes
GENERAL QUESTIONS FAQ:
Q. Can a ‘Dodge’ or ‘Dive’ card be used when the ‘Freeze’ Event card is played?
A.Yes. The ‘Freeze’ card prevents movement throughout the character line, but does not prevent a
Komrade from dodging or diving.

